
MIXING THE HENNA
Using the spoon supplied with each jar, add the 
henna powder to the mixing dish with 3-5 drops 
of distilled water at room temperature, with a 
ratio of 1:1. Mix the contents with our mixing tool, 
mix throughly until the powder has completely 
dissolved to an even mixture with a syrup like 
consistency, then apply to the brows. For a more 
intense staining effect on the skin, make the 
consistency thicker by using a 2:1 ratio of henna 
vs distilled water. For a lighter effect on the skin, 
make the consistency of the henna mix thinner 
by using 1:2 ratio of henna vs distilled water. 

COLOUR CHART
So Henna is a brand new, exciting product range on the eyebrow henna market, providing beautiful and 
natural looking brows inspired by our favourite hot beverage collection. Our mission is simple, to provide 
an easy-to-use brow tinting solution that gives you perfect results every time! 

Developed by brow artists for brow artists.

APPLICATION
Apply the mixture evenly with a So Henna angled 
brush (brush number 2 or 3) in one layer. For an 
ombre effect, start the application from the outer 
end of the eyebrow, only applying product to half 
of the eyebrow and applying more product 
towards the inner end of the eyebrow with every 
layer. Use thinner consistency of the product in 
the inner part of the eyebrow for a lighting 
staining effect. For thick eyebrows, ensure that the 
product reaches the skin under the eyebrow hairs 
evenly by carefully dabbing the henna mixture on 
the eyebrow. 



HAIR AND SKIN COLOUR

wwww.sohenna.com e: info@sohenna.com t: 02036755168

Our colour chart is designed to help you choose the perfect shade for your client. Please note that you 
can mix the individual shades to create a bespoke colour. (Please refer to our bespoke shade guide) the 
colour chart is only a guide to be used for shade references only, always refer to the patch test results 
prior to the full application. 
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COLOUR
OVERVIEW HAIR DESCRIPTIONNO.

NAME

#1
Flat

White

#2
Vanilla
Latte

#3
Cold Brew

Latte

#4
Macchiato

#5
Caffe

mocha

#6
Hot

Chocolate

#7
Espresso

#8
Sweetener

BEST
SUITED FOR

Light features, pink 
undertones. redhead/ 
strawberry blondes

Light features
and cool 

undertones

Light to medium 
features and 

neutral undertones

Medium 
features any 
undertones.

Medium to dark 
features and 

neutral undertones

Very light/no shading 
on the skin. Warm, 
light colour hairs

Light brown skin. 
Cool, light brown 

colour hairs

Light brown skin. 
Cool, light medium 
brown colour hairs

Medium brown skin. 
Cool, medium 
brown hairs

Medium chocolate 
skin. Medium 

to dark brown hairs

Medium to dark 
features and 

neutral undertones

Dark features and 
any undertones

Naturally warmer 
undertones, red and 
auburn hair shades

Dark brown skin. 
Dark brown 

hairs

Deep black skin. 
Blue black hairs

Mix a small amount to 
shades #1 to #7 to add 

a warm undertone 

SKIN

HENNA SHADE ON 


